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Abstract 
 
Traditional index number theory decomposes a value ratio into the product of a price 
index times a quantity index.  Growth accounting is based on this traditional approach to 
index number theory.  This paper takes an alternative approach which decomposes a 
value difference into the sum of a price difference plus a quantity difference.  We apply 
this new exact difference methodology in order to decompose the growth of new measure 
of labour productivity into additive explanatory factors. The new measure of labour 
productivity takes into account changes in the terms of trade.  We apply our methodology 
to investigate the growth in living standards per unit of labour for the Japanese economy 
over the years 1955-2006.  The paper also introduces a new flexible functional form for a 
GDP function that is based on the normalized quadratic functional form pioneered by 
Diewert and Wales. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The recent boom in the prices of natural resources and the low prices of manufactured 
goods produced by some developing countries has stimulated interest in the effects of 
changes in the prices of exports and imports on living standards for a country.  An 
improvement in a country’s terms of trade has much the same effect as an improvement 
in a country’s productivity growth.  Diewert (1983),  Diewert and Morrison (1986), 
Morrison and Diewert (1990), Kohli (1990) (1991) (2003) (2004a) (2004b) (2006) 
(2007), Diewert, Mizobuchi and Nomura (2005) and Diewert and Lawrence (2006) have 
all developed production theory methodologies which enable one to obtain exact index 
number estimates of the contributions of productivity growth and changes in a country’s 
terms of trade.  The present paper is yet another contribution to this exact index number 
literature. 
 

                                                 
1 The authors gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the SSHRC and the Australian Research 
Council (DP0559033). 
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Many observers use labour productivity (real output divided by labour input) as an 
approximate welfare measure.  However, improvements in a country’s terms of trade (an 
increase in the price of exports relative to the price of imports) do not show up in labour 
productivity measures, because the effects of changes in output and intermediate input 
prices are removed from the measure of output growth.  The primary contribution of the 
present paper is a proposed improved measure of labour productivity that will allow us to 
assess the relative contributions to welfare of an improvement in Total Factor 
Productivity and of changes in real international prices.  Our proposed approximate 
welfare measure is equal to the nominal income generated by the market sector of the 
economy divided by the product of the price of consumption times the quantity of labour 
input.2  This proposed welfare measure can be modeled using production theory and 
exact index number techniques.  This approach will be implemented for the Japanese 
business sector in section 5 of the paper.  The main determinants of growth for this 
measure of approximate welfare are: 
 

• Technical progress or improvements in the Total Factor Productivity of the 
market sector of the economy; 

• Changes in domestic output prices or the prices of internationally traded goods 
and services relative to the price of consumption; and 

• The effects of capital deepening; i.e., growth in market sector capital input 
relative to the growth of market sector labour input. 

 
Section 2 introduces the market sector nominal output function.  With a constant returns 
to scale technology, the value of output is distributed to the primary inputs that produced 
the market sector outputs.  Thus the nominal output function can also be interpreted as a 
nominal income function.  In section 3, this income function is used to provide theoretical 
definitions of the effects of real output price and relative input quantity changes on 
deflated market sector real income.  A formal definition of productivity change is also 
provided.  Section 4 introduces the normalized quadratic income function.  Using this 
functional form to represent the technology of the market sector in each period enables us 
to obtain empirically observable exact measures of the effects of real output price and 
relative input quantity changes on deflated market sector real income.  Appendix A 
shows that this functional form is a flexible functional form. 
 
It turns out that our empirically observable measures of price, quantity and productivity 
change are equal to measures of price and quantity change that were originally suggested 
by Bennet (1920).  Thus our paper is also a contribution to the recent literature on the 
Bennet indicators of price and quantity change.3 
 

                                                 
2 The analysis presented in sections 2-4 below is somewhat more general.  Instead of deflating nominal 
income by a single price, we deflate by a fixed weight price index of outputs and instead of deflating 
nominal income by labour input, we deflate by a fixed weight quantity index of inputs.  However, in our 
empirical work in section 5, we will specialize these indexes as indicated. 
3 Our results in section 4 are similar in part to the results obtained by Balk, Färe and Grosskopf (2004).  See 
Diewert (1992) (2005), Chambers (2001) (2002) and Balk (2003) (2007) for additional material on the 
Bennet indicators of price and quantity change. 
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In section 4, our decomposition of real income per unit labour input change into 
explanatory factors largely parallels the corresponding decomposition of nominal income 
change obtained by Diewert and Morrison (1986) and Kohli (1990), who derived exact 
results using the Translog functional form.  An advantage of the present approach over 
the Translog approach is that our present approach is valid even if some individual prices 
or quantities are zero whereas the Translog approach fails if an exogenous price or 
quantity approaches zero.  Since zero prices and quantities do occur empirically, applied 
welfare economists may find our present approach useful in these situations.  Another 
advantage of our suggested difference approach is that it is valid even if  value 
subaggregates (such as net exports or inventory change) change sign over the two periods 
being compared where as the traditional ratio approach to index number theory breaks 
down under these conditions. 
 
Section 5 applies our methodology based on the difference approach to the analysis of the 
market sector in Japanese economy.  We decompose changes in the (gross) real income 
per unit of labour and the net real income of the market sector per unit of labour input for 
the years 1955-2006.  We found that productivity growth and the growth in capital 
services were the two main contributors to the growth in real income per unit of labour 
and net real income per unit of labour.  It is also shown that changes in terms of trade had 
smaller effects on them on average. 
   
2. The Production Theory Framework 
 
In this section, we outline the economic approach to production theory which will be 
used in the remainder of the paper.4  The main reference is Diewert and Morrison 
(1986).5  The economic approach to production theory relies on the assumption of 
(competitive) optimizing behavior on the part of producers.  In our empirical work, we 
will apply the economic approach to the market sector of the Japanese economy.  Thus 
we will consider only that part of the Japanese economy that is motivated by profit 
maximizing behavior.6  
 
We assume that the market sector of the economy produces quantities of M (net)7 
outputs, Y ≡ [Y1,...,YM], which are sold at the positive producer prices P ≡ [P1,...,PM].  
We further assume that the market sector of the economy uses positive quantities of N 
                                                 
4 This material is drawn from Diewert, Mizobuchi and Nomura (2005) and Diewert and Lawrence (2006). 
5 The theory also draws on Samuelson (1953), Fisher and Shell (1972), Diewert (1974; 133-141) (1980) 
(1983; 1077-1100), Archibald (1977), Fox and Kohli (1998), Kohli (1978) (1990) (1991) (2003) (2004a) 
(2004b) (2006) (2007) and Morrison and Diewert (1990). 
6 The Japanese business sector excludes all of the general government sectors such as schools, hospitals, 
universities, defence and public administration where no independent measures of output can be obtained.  
For owner occupied housing, output is equal to input and hence no productivity improvements can be 
generated by this sector according to SNA conventions.  However, we do include the consumption of 
residential housing services in our model.   
7 If the mth commodity is an import (or other produced input) into the market sector of the economy, then 
the corresponding quantity ym is indexed with a negative sign.  We will follow Kohli (1978) (1991) and 
Woodland (1982) in assuming that imports flow through the domestic production sector and are 
“transformed” (perhaps only by adding transportation, wholesaling and retailing margins) by the domestic 
production sector.  The recent textbook by Feenstra (2004; 76) also uses this approach. 
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primary inputs, X ≡ [X1,...,XN] which are purchased at the positive primary input prices 
W ≡ [W1,...,WN].  In period t, we assume that there is a feasible set of output vectors Y 
that can be produced by the market sector if  the vector of primary inputs X is utilized by 
the market sector of the economy; denote this period t production possibilities set by St.  
We assume that St is a closed convex cone that exhibits a free disposal property.8 
 
Given a vector of output prices P and a vector of available primary inputs X, we define 
the period t market sector income function, gt(P,X), as follows:9 
 
(1) gt(P,X) ≡ max Y {P⋅Y : (Y,X) belongs to St} ;                                    t = 0,1,2, ... . 
 
Thus market sector nominal income depends on t (which represents the period t 
technology set St), on the vector of output prices P that the market sector faces and on X, 
the vector of primary inputs that is available to the market sector. 
 
If Pt is the period t output price vector and Xt is the vector of inputs used by the market 
sector during period t and if the income function is differentiable with respect to the 
components of P at the point Pt,Xt, then the period t vector of market sector outputs Yt 
will be equal to the vector of first order partial derivatives of gt(Pt,Xt) with respect to the 
components of P; i.e., we will have the following equations for each period t:10  
 
(2) Yt = ∇P gt(Pt,Xt) ;                                                                                 t = 0,1,2, ... . 
 
Thus the period t market sector supply vector Yt can be obtained by differentiating the 
period t market sector income function with respect to the components of the period t 
output price vector Pt. 
 
If the income function is differentiable with respect to the components of X at the point 
Pt,Xt, then the period t vector of input prices Wt will be equal to the vector of first order 

                                                 
8 For a more explanation for the meaning of these properties, see Diewert (1973) (1974; 134) or Woodland 
(1982) or Kohli (1978) (1991).  The assumption that St is a cone means that the technology is subject to 
constant returns to scale.  This is an important assumption since it implies that the value of outputs should 
equal the value of inputs in equilibrium.  In our empirical work, we use an ex post rate of return in our user 
costs of capital, which forces the value of inputs to equal the value of outputs for each period.       
9 The function gt is known as the GDP function or the national product function in the international trade 
literature (see Kohli (1978)(1991), Woodland (1982) and Feenstra (2004; 76)).  It was introduced into the 
economics literature by Samuelson (1953).  Alternative terms for this function include: (i) the gross profit 
function; see Gorman (1968); (ii) the restricted profit function; see Lau (1976) and McFadden (1978); and 
(iii) the variable profit function; see Diewert (1973) (1974).  However, we will call it the (nominal) income 
function, since it also defines the amount of income that is distributed to the vector of primary inputs that is 
used by the market sector.  The function gt(P,X) will be linearly homogeneous and convex in the 
components of P and linearly homogeneous and concave in the components of X; see Diewert (1973) 
(1974; 136). Notation: P⋅Y ≡ ∑m=1

M PmYm.   
10  These relationships are due to Hotelling (1932; 594).  Note that ∇Pgt(Pt,Xt) ≡ [∂gt(Pt,Xt)/∂P1, 
...,∂gt(Pt,xt)/∂PM]. 
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partial derivatives of gt(Pt,Xt) with respect to the components of X; i.e., we will have the 
following equations for each period t:11  
 
(3) Wt = ∇X gt(Pt,Xt) ;                                                                                 t = 0,1,2, ... . 
 
Thus the period t market sector input prices Wt paid to primary inputs can be obtained by 
differentiating the period t market sector income function with respect to the components 
of the period t input quantity vector Xt. 
 
The constant returns to scale assumption on the technology sets St implies that the value 
of outputs will equal the value of inputs in period t; i.e., we have the following 
relationships: 
 
(4) gt(Pt,Xt) = Pt⋅Yt = Wt⋅Xt ;                                                             t = 0,1,2, ... . 
 
The above material will be useful in what follows.  Note that our focus is not on the value 
of outputs generated by the market sector; instead our focus is on the amount of nominal 
income generated by the market sector.  Since the value of market sector production is 
distributed to the factors of production used by the market sector, nominal market sector 
output will be equal to nominal market sector income; i.e., from (4), we have g(Pt,Xt) = 
Pt⋅Yt = Wt⋅Xt.  As an approximate welfare measure that can be associated with market 
sector production,12 we will choose to measure the real income generated by the market 
sector in period t, rt, in terms of the number of fixed basket consumption bundles (with 
weights represented by the nonnegative, nonzero vector µ > 0M) that the nominal income 
generated by the market sector could purchase in period t; i.e., we define rt as follows: 
 
(5) rt ≡ Wt⋅Xt/Pt⋅µ                                         t = 0,1,2, ... 
         = (1/Pt⋅µ)gt(Pt,Xt)                                using (4) 
         = gt(Pt/Pt⋅µ,Xt)                                     using the linear homogeneity of gt(P,X) in P 
         = gt(pt,Xt)                                             using definition (6) below 
         = pt⋅Yt                                                  using (4) and (6)                                                              
 
where Pt⋅µ > 0 is a period t consumption expenditures deflator13 and the market sector 
period t real output price pt and real input price wt vectors are defined as the 

                                                 
11 These relationships are due to Samuelson (1953) and Diewert (1974; 140).  Note that ∇Xgt(Pt,Xt) ≡ 
[∂gt(Pt,Xt)/∂X1, ...,∂gt(Pt,Xt)/∂XN]. 
12 Since some of the primary inputs used by the market sector can be owned by foreigners, our measure of 
domestic welfare generated by the market production sector is only an approximate one.  Moreover, our 
suggested welfare measure is not sensitive to the distribution of the income that is generated by the market 
sector. 
13 In our empirical work, we will form 7 subaggregates of Japanese net outputs where the first subaggregate 
is consumption.  We will choose our 7 dimensional µ vector to be the first unit vector.  Thus we simply 
deflate the period t Pt and Wt price vectors by P1

t, the price of consumption in period t.  
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corresponding nominal price vectors deflated by the consumption expenditures deflator; 
i.e.,  we have the following definitions:14 
 
(6) pt ≡ Pt/Pt⋅µ  ; wt ≡ Wt/Pt⋅µ ;                                              t = 0,1,2, ... . 
 
The first and last equality in (5) imply that period t real income, rt, is equal to the period t 
income function, evaluated at the period t real output price vector pt and the period t input 
vector Xt, Gt(pt,Xt).  Thus the growth in real income over time can be explained by three 
main factors: t or technical progress or Total Factor Productivity growth (shifts in gt), 
growth in real output prices (changes in pt) and growth in primary input quantities 
(changes in Xt). 
 
However, rather than find an exact decomposition for the change in real income over 
time into explanatory factors, the methodology to be developed in the following section 
only allows us to find an exact decomposition for the change in real income divided by an 
index of primary inputs.  Thus define the real income generated by the market sector in 
period t per unit primary input, ρt, as our previous real income measure rt divided by a 
period t index of primary inputs used, Xt⋅θ (with weights represented by the nonnegative, 
nonzero vector θ > 0N); i.e., define ρt as follows: 
 
(7) ρt ≡ Wt⋅Xt/[(Pt⋅µ)( Xt⋅θ)]                                                   t = 0,1,2, ... 
         = (Wt/Pt⋅µ)⋅(Xt/ Xt⋅θ)                                                     rearranging terms 
         = wt⋅xt                                                                            using definitions (6) and (8) 
         = pt⋅yt                                                                             using (5) and (8) 
         = gt(pt,xt)                                              
 
where the last equality follows using (4) and the linearly homogeneity of gt(P,X) in both 
P and X and where the market sector period t deflated output quantity and input quantity 
vectors yt and xt are defined as the corresponding quantity vectors Yt and Xt deflated by 
the primary input index deflator Xt⋅θ 15; i.e.,  we have the following definitions: 
 
(8) yt ≡ Yt/Xt⋅θ ; xt ≡ Xt/Xt⋅θ ;                                                                 t = 0,1,2, ... . 
     

                                                 
14 Our approach to measuring real income is similar to the approach advocated by Kohli (2004b; 92), 
except he essentially deflates nominal GDP by the domestic expenditures deflator rather than just the 
domestic (household) expenditures deflator; i.e., he deflates by the deflator for C+G+I, whereas we suggest 
deflating by the deflator for C.  Another difference in his approach compared to the present approach is that 
we restrict our analysis to the market sector GDP, whereas Kohli deflates all of GDP (probably due to data 
limitations).  Our treatment of the balance of trade surplus or deficit is also different. 
15 In our empirical work, we will form the following aggregates of Japanese primary inputs: K (capital 
services), KIV (inventory services), LD (land services) L (labour input).  We will choose our 4 dimensional 
θ vector to be the first unit vector.  Thus we simply deflate the period t Yt and Xt quantity vectors by XL

t, 
the quantity of labour in period t.  We regard the resulting “welfare” measure ρt defined by (7) as an 
improved measure of labour productivity since it takes into account changes in the prices of investment, 
exports and imports relative to the price of consumption.  Traditional measures of labour productivity 
cannot take into account such price changes; in particular, they cannot take into account changes in the 
country’s terms of trade.  
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Using the linear homogeneity properties of the income function gt(P,X) in P and X 
separately, we can show that the following counterparts to the relations (2) and (3) hold 
using the real prices pt and wt defined by (6) and the deflated quantities yt and xt defined 
by (8):16 
 
(9)    yt = ∇p gt(pt,xt) ;                                                                                t = 0,1,2, ... 
(10) wt = ∇x gt(pt,xt) ;                                                                                t = 0,1,2, ... . 
 
In the following section, we will define various explanatory factors that will be used to 
explain the change in the real income generated by the market sector in period t per unit 
primary input over the previous period, ρt − ρt−1, into explanatory factors which are also 
differences.  There will be three sets of explanatory factors that are associated with: 
 

• Changes in real output prices pt; 
• Changes in deflated primary input quantities xt and 
• Changes in technology; i.e., shifts in the income functions gt. 

 
3. The Theoretical Explanation of Per Unit Primary Input Real Income Growth 
using Differences 
 
Now we are ready to define a family of period t productivity growth factors or technical 
progress shift factors τ(p,x,t) using the difference approach as opposed to the usual ratio 
approach:17 
 
(11) τ(p,x,t) ≡ gt(p,x) − gt−1(p,x) ;                                                                t = 1,2, ... . 
 
Thus τ(p,x,t) measures the change in the real income per unit primary input produced by 
the market sector at the reference real output prices p and reference deflated input 
quantities used by the market sector x where the first term in the right hand side of (11) 
uses the period t technology represented by gt and the second term in (11) uses the period 
t−1 technology gt−1.  Thus each choice of reference vectors p and x will generate a 
possibly different measure of the shift in technology going from period t−1 to period t.  
Note that we are using the chain system to measure the shift in technology. 
 
It is natural to choose special reference vectors for the measure of technical progress 
defined by (11): a Laspeyres type measure τL

t that chooses the period t−1 reference 

                                                 
16 If producers in the market sector of the economy are solving the profit maximization problem that is 
associated with gt(P,X), which uses the original output prices P and the original primary input vector X, 
then they will also solve the profit maximization problem that uses the deflated output prices p ≡P/P⋅µ and 
the deflated primary input vector x ≡ X/X⋅θ; i.e., they will also solve the revenue maximization problem 
defined by gt(p,x).  
17 The corresponding ratio type measure, τ(p,x,t) ≡ gt(p,x)/gt−1(p,x) is due to Diewert and Morrison (1986; 
662).  A special case of it was defined earlier by Diewert (1983; 1063). 
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vectors pt−1 and xt−1 and a Paasche type measure τP
t that chooses the period t reference 

vectors pt and xt:18 
 
(12) τL

t ≡ τ(pt−1,xt−1,t) = gt(pt−1,xt−1) − gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) ;                                 t = 1,2, ... ;  
(13) τP

t ≡ τ(pt,xt,t)      = gt(pt,xt) − gt−1(pt,xt) ;                                             t = 1,2, ... . 
 
Since both measures of technical progress are equally valid, it is natural to average them 
to obtain an overall measure of technical change.  If we want to treat the two measures in 
a symmetric manner and we want the measure to satisfy the time reversal property from 
the difference approach to index number theory19 (so that the estimate going backwards is 
equal to the negative of the estimate going forwards), then the arithmetic mean will be the 
best simple average to take in this context.  Thus we define the arithmetic mean of (12) 
and (13) as follows: 
 
(14) τt ≡ (1/2)[τL

t + τP
t] ;                                                                                  t = 1,2, ... . 

 
At this point, it is not clear how we will obtain empirical estimates for the theoretical 
productivity growth indexes defined by (12)-(14).  One obvious way would be to assume 
a functional form for the nominal income function gt(P,X), collect data on output and 
input prices and quantities for the market sector for a number of years, add error terms to 
equations (2) and (3) and use econometric techniques to estimate the unknown 
parameters in the assumed functional form.  However, econometric techniques are 
generally not completely straightforward: different econometricians will make different 
stochastic specifications and will choose different functional forms.20  Moreover, as the 
number of outputs and inputs grows, it will be impossible to estimate a flexible functional 
form.  Thus in the following section, we will suggest methods for estimating productivity 
change measures like (14) that are based on exact index number techniques.  
 
We turn now to the problem of defining theoretical indexes for the effects on real income 
per unit primary input due to changes in real output prices.  Define a family of period t 
real output price change factors α(pt−1,pt,x,s):21 
 
(15) α(pt−1,pt,x,s) ≡ gs(pt,x) − gs(pt−1,x) ;                                                     s = 1,2, ... . 
 

                                                 
18 Diewert and Morrison (1986; 662-663) introduced the ratio counterparts to (12) and (13) in the nominal 
GDP context 
19 Diewert (2005; 366) developed the axiomatic approach to index number theory using differences and 
introduced this time reversal test, which is the counterpart to the usual time reversal test that can be found 
in Fisher (1922; 64).  Balk (2003; 29) also emphasized the importance of a symmetric treatment of time.  
Balk (2007) further developed the axiomatic approach using differences.  
20 “The estimation of GDP functions such as (19) can be controversial, however, since it raises issues such 
as estimation technique and stochastic specification. ... We therefore prefer to opt for a more 
straightforward index number approach.” Ulrich Kohli (2004a; 344). 
21 This measure of real output price change is the difference version of the usual ratio concept due to Fisher 
and Shell (1972; 56-58), Samuelson and Swamy (1974; 588-592), Archibald (1977; 60-61), Diewert (1980; 
460-461) (1983; 1055) and Balk (1998; 83-89).    
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Thus α(pt−1,pt,x,s)  measures the difference in the real income per unit primary input 
produced by the market sector that is induced by the change in real output prices going 
from period t−1 to t, using the technology that is available during period s and using the 
reference input quantities x. Thus each choice of the reference technology s and the 
reference input vector x will generate a possibly different measure of the effect on real 
income per unit primary input of a change in real output prices going from period t−1 to 
period t.   
 
Again, it is natural to choose special reference vectors for the measures defined by (15): a 
Laspeyres type measure αL

t that chooses the period t−1 reference technology and 
reference input vector xt−1 and a Paasche type measure αP

t that chooses the period t 
reference technology and reference input vector xt: 
 
(16) αL

t ≡ α(pt−1,pt,xt−1,t−1) = gt−1(pt,xt−1) − gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) ;                        t = 1,2, ... ;  
(17) αP

t ≡ α(pt−1,pt,xt,t)        = gt(pt,xt) − gt(pt−1,xt) ;                                   t = 1,2, ... . 
 
Since both measures of real output price change are equally valid, it is natural to average 
them to obtain an overall measure of the effects on real income per unit of primary input 
of the change in real output prices:   
 
(18) αt ≡ (1/2)[αL

t + αP
t] ;                                                                                t = 1,2, ... . 

    
Finally, we look at the problem of defining theoretical indexes for the effects on real 
income per unit of primary input due to growth in relative input quantities going from 
period t−1 to t.  Define a family of period t relative input quantity growth factors 
β(xt−1,xt,p,s): 
 
(19) β(xt−1,xt,p,s) ≡ gs(p,xt) − gs(p,xt−1) ;                                                         s = 1,2, ... . 
 
Thus β(xt−1,xt,p,s)  measures the difference in the real income per unit primary input 
produced by the market sector that is induced by the change in input quantities relative to 
the index of primary inputs used by the market sector going from period t−1 to t, using 
the technology that is available during period s and using the reference real output prices 
p. Thus each choice of the reference technology s and the reference real output price 
vector p will generate a possibly different measure of the effect on real income of a 
change in relative input quantities going from period t−1 to period t.   
 
Again, it is natural to choose special reference vectors for the measures defined by (19): a 
Laspeyres type measure βL

t that chooses the period t−1 reference technology and 
reference real output price vector pt−1 and a Paasche type measure βP

t that chooses the 
period t reference technology and reference real output price vector pt: 
 
(20) βL

t ≡ β(xt−1,xt,pt−1,t−1) = gt−1(pt−1,xt) − gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) ;                             t = 1,2, ... ;  
(21) βP

t ≡ β(xt−1,xt,pt,t)        = gt(pt,xt) − gt(pt,xt−1) ;                                        t = 1,2, ... . 
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Since both measures of (relative) input quantity change are equally valid, it is natural to 
average them to obtain an overall measure of the effects of relative input change on real 
income:   
 
(22) βt ≡ (1/2)[βL

t  + βP
t] ;                                                                               t = 1,2, ... . 

 
Recall that market sector real income for period t was defined by (5) as rt which is equal 
to nominal period t factor payments Wt⋅Xt deflated by an index of fixed weight 
consumption prices, Pt⋅µ.  Recall also that rt was further deflated by the fixed weight 
index of primary inputs, Xt⋅θ, in order to obtain the period t real income per unit of 
primary input measure ρt defined by (7).  Recall also that using the linear homogeneity 
properties of the income function gt(P,X) in P and X, we showed that ρt is equal to 
gt(pt,xt).  It is convenient to define γt as the absolute amount of growth in real income per 
unit primary input going from period t−1 to t: 
 
(23) γt ≡ ρt − ρt−1 ;                                                                                             t = 1,2, ... . 
 
In the following section, we will show that under certain functional form assumptions on 
the income functions gt, γt is exactly equal to the sum of  τt, αt and βt defined above by 
(14), (18) and (22) respectively.  
 
4. The Normalized Quadratic Income Function and Bennet Indicators of Price, 
Quantity and Productivity Change 
 
Suppose that the period t nominal net revenue or income function gt has the following 
normalized quadratic functional form:22 
 
(24) gt(P,X) ≡ at⋅Pθ⋅X + ct⋅Xµ⋅P + (1/2) P⋅AP [θ⋅X/µ⋅P] + P⋅BX + (1/2) X⋅CX [µ⋅P/θ⋅X] ;  
                                                                                                                         t = 0,1,2,... 
 
where at and ct are M and N dimensional vectors of unknown parameters which can be 
different for each time period t, A = [amk] is an M by M positive semidefinite symmetric 
matrix of unknown parameters, B = [bmn] is an M by N matrix of unknown parameters, C 
= [cni] is an N by N negative semidefinite symmetric matrix of unknown parameters and 
µ and θ are the same known vectors of parameters that appeared in definitions (6) and (8) 
above.  Note that with our curvature restrictions on the matrices A and C, gt(P,X) will be 
convex (and linearly homogeneous) in the components of P and concave (and linearly 
homogeneous) in the components of X.  Note that by allowing the parameter vectors at 
and ct to change arbitrarily with time, we are allowing for very general forms of technical 
progress.  However, the theory to be developed below does require that the parameter 

                                                 
22 This functional form is a generalization to many primary inputs of the normalized quadratic unit profit 
function introduced by Diewert and Wales (1992; 707) which in turn is an adaptation of the normalized 
quadratic functional form used by Diewert and Wales (1987) (1988a) (1988b) in a variety of contexts.  It is 
also a generalization of the normalized quadratic profit function introduced by Diewert and Ostensoe 
(1988; 44). 
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matrices A, B and C to be fixed over time.  In Appendix 1 below, we show that the gt 
defined by (24) is a flexible functional form. 
 
Now evaluate (24) at the data for period t, Pt, Xt.  Dividing both sides of the resulting 
equation by θ⋅Xt times µ⋅Pt gives us the following equation for period t real income per 
unit primary input, ρt: 
 
(25) ρt =  gt(pt,xt) = at⋅pt + ct⋅xt + (1/2) pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt + (1/2) xt⋅Cxt ;            t = 0,1,2,...  
 
where pt ≡ Pt/µ⋅Pt and xt ≡ Xt/θ⋅Pt.   
 
Differentiating (24) with respect to the components of P and evaluating the resulting 
derivatives at the data pertaining to period t leads to the following equations using (2): 
 
(26) Yt = ∇Pgt(Pt,Xt) = atθ⋅Xt + ct⋅Xtµ + APt[θ⋅Xt/µ⋅Pt] − (1/2)Pt⋅APtθ⋅Xt[µ⋅Pt]−2µ + BXt  
                             + (1/2)[θ⋅Xt]−1Xt⋅CXt µ ;                                                      t = 0,1,2,... . 
 
Now divide both sides of (26) by θ⋅Xt , define pt ≡ Pt/µ⋅Pt, xt ≡ Xt/θ⋅Xt and yt ≡ Yt/θ⋅Xt 
and equations (26) become the following equations: 
 
(27) yt = ∇Pgt(pt,xt) = at + ct⋅xtµ + Apt − (1/2)pt⋅Aptµ + Bxt + (1/2)xt⋅Cxtµ ;     t = 0,1,2,... . 
 
Now premultiply both sides of equation t in (27) by the transpose of pt.  Using pt⋅µ = 
Pt⋅µ/µ⋅Pt = 1, the resulting equations become: 
 
(28) pt⋅yt = at⋅pt + ct⋅xt + (1/2) pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt + (1/2) xt⋅Cxt = ρt =  gt(pt,xt) ;     t = 0,1,2,... . 
   
Recall definition (16) for the Laspeyres period t real output price change factor, αL

t.  
Using the gt functions defined by (25), we have: 
 
(29) αL

t ≡ gt−1(pt,xt−1) − gt−1(pt−1,xt−1)                                                                   t = 1,2, ... 
             = [at−1⋅pt + ct−1⋅xt−1 + (1/2) pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt−1 + (1/2) xt−1⋅Cxt−1] − pt−1⋅yt−1 
 
where we have used definition (24) in order to evaluate gt−1(pt,xt−1) and we have also used 
equation t−1 in (28) to obtain gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) equal to pt−1⋅yt−1.    
 
Similarly, using definition (17) for the Paasche period t real output price change factor, 
αP

t, we have: 
 
(30) αP

t ≡ gt(pt,xt) − gt(pt−1,xt)                                                                             t = 1,2, ... 
             = pt⋅yt − [at⋅pt−1 + ct⋅xt + (1/2) pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt−1⋅Bxt + (1/2) xt⋅Cxt]. 
 
Using (29) and (30), it can be seen that the sum of the above two real output price change 
factors is equal to the following expression: 
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(31) 2αt = αL
t + αP

t = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1                                                                  t = 1,2, ...  
                     + [at−1⋅pt + ct−1⋅xt−1 + (1/2) pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt−1 + (1/2) xt−1⋅Cxt−1] 
                     − [at⋅pt−1 + ct⋅xt + (1/2) pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt−1⋅Bxt + (1/2) xt⋅Cxt]. 
 
Unfortunately, the expressions on the right hand sides of (29)-(31) are not observable 
without a knowledge of the unknown parameters in the gt functions defined by (24).  
However, the Bennet (1920)23 indicator of real output price change, PB(pt−1,pt,yt−1,yt), 
defined by (32) is empirically observable: 
 
(32) PB(pt−1,pt,yt−1,yt) ≡ (1/2)[yt−1 + yt]⋅[pt − pt−1] ;                                              t = 1,2, ... 
 
where the observable output quantity vectors (deflated by the index of primary inputs) yt 
≡ Yt/Xt⋅θ were defined earlier by (8) and the deflated output price vectors pt ≡ Pt/Pt⋅µ 
were defined earlier by (6).   
 
We now show that if there is competitive net revenue maximizing behavior in the market 
sector in each period t and the market sector income functions gt are defined by (24) 
above, then the Bennet indicator of real price change, PB defined by (32), is exactly equal 
to αt defined by (18), the arithmetic average of the Laspeyres and Paasche real output 
price change factors.  Using definition (32), we have: 
 
(33) 2PB(pt−1,pt,yt−1,yt) = [yt−1 + yt]⋅[pt − pt−1] ;                                                    t = 1,2, ... 
         = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1 + pt⋅yt−1 − pt−1⋅yt 
         = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1  
            + pt⋅[at−1 + ct−1⋅xt−1µ + Apt−1 − (1/2)pt−1⋅Apt−1µ + Bxt−1 + (1/2)xt−1⋅Cxt−1µ] 
            − pt−1⋅[at + ct⋅xtµ + Apt − (1/2)pt⋅Aptµ + Bxt + (1/2)xt⋅Cxtµ]                    using (27) 
        = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1  
           + [pt⋅at−1 + ct−1⋅xt−1 + pt⋅Apt−1 − (1/2)pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt⋅Bxt−1 + (1/2)xt−1⋅Cxt−1] 
           − [pt−1⋅at + ct⋅xt + pt−1⋅Apt − (1/2)pt⋅Apt + pt−1⋅Bxt + (1/2)xt⋅Cxt]          using pt⋅µ = 1 
         = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1 + [at−1⋅pt + ct−1⋅xt−1 + (1/2) pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt−1 + (1/2) xt−1⋅Cxt−1] 
            − [at⋅pt−1 + ct⋅xt + (1/2) pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt−1⋅Bxt + (1/2) xt⋅Cxt]                     simplifying 
         = αL

t + αP
t                                                                                                    using (31) 

         = 2αt                                                                                            using definition (18). 
 
Thus under our assumptions on technology, the theoretical measure of period t per unit 
primary input market sector real income change due to change in real output prices, αt 

                                                 
23 Bennet noticed that the value aggregate difference pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1 is exactly equal to the sum of the price 
change term, PB(pt−1,pt,yt−1,yt) defined by (32) and the corresponding quantity change term, QB(pt−1,pt,yt−1,yt) 
defined as (1/2)[pt−1 + pt]⋅[yt − yt−1].  Diewert (1992) termed PB and QB the Bennet indicators of price and 
quantity change for the value aggregate; i.e., he introduced the term indicator as the difference counterpart 
to the price and quantity index concepts in traditional ratio type index number theory.  Diewert (2005) 
developed the axiomatic or test approach to price and quantity indicators and showed that the Bennet 
indicators were the difference counterparts to the Fisher price and quantity indexes in terms of their 
axiomatic properties.  Balk (2007) also looked at the axiomatic properties of the Bennet indicators.   
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defined by (18), is exactly equal to the observable Bennet indicator of real price change, 
PB defined by (32).24  
 
The above analysis can be modified to give us an observable estimator for the theoretical 
measure of the effects of relative input quantity change on market sector real income per 
unit of primary input, βt defined by (22) above.  However, it is first necessary to 
differentiate the normalized quadratic functions gt(P,X) defined above by (24) with 
respect to the components of X and then use Samuelson’s Lemma (3) in order to obtain 
expressions for the period t input price vectors Wt. 
 
Differentiating (24) with respect to the components of X and evaluating the resulting 
derivatives at the data pertaining to period t leads to the following equations using (3): 
 
(34) Wt = ∇Xgt(Pt,Xt)                                                                                        t = 0,1,2,...    
             = at⋅Ptθ + µ⋅Ptct + (1/2)[µ⋅Pt]−1Pt⋅APtθ  
                + BTPt + CXt [µ⋅Pt/θ⋅Xt] − (1/2)[θ⋅Xt]−2Xt⋅CXtµ⋅Ptθ. 
 
Now divide both sides of (34) by µ⋅Pt, define pt ≡ Pt/µ⋅Pt, xt ≡ Xt/θ⋅Xt and wt ≡ Wt/µ⋅Pt 
and equations (34) become the following equations: 
 
(35) wt = at⋅ptθ + ct + (1/2)pt⋅Aptθ + BTpt + Cxt − (1/2)xt⋅Cxtθ ;                       t = 0,1,2,.. . 
  
Now premultiply both sides of equation t in (35) by the transpose of xt.  Using xt⋅θ = 
Xt⋅θ/θ⋅Xt = 1, the resulting equations become: 
 
(36) wt⋅xt = at⋅pt + ct⋅xt + (1/2) pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt + (1/2) xt⋅Cxt ;                           t = 0,1,2,...  
                =  gt(pt,xt)                                                                                            using (28).                                               
 
Now recall definition (20) for the Laspeyres period t relative input quantity growth factor, 
βL

t.  Using the gt functions defined by (24), we have: 
 
(37) βL

t ≡ gt−1(pt−1,xt) − gt−1(pt−1,xt−1)                                                                   t = 1,2, ... 
              = [at−1⋅pt−1 + ct−1⋅xt + (1/2) pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt−1⋅Bxt + (1/2) xt⋅Cxt] − pt−1⋅yt−1. 
 
Similarly, using definition (21) for the Paasche period t relative input quantity growth 
factor, βP

t, we have, using (25) and (28): 
 
(38) βP

t ≡ gt(pt,xt) − gt(pt,xt−1)                                                                             t = 1,2, ... 
              = pt⋅yt − [at⋅pt + ct⋅xt−1 + (1/2) pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt−1 + (1/2) xt−1⋅Cxt−1]. 
                                                                         

                                                 
24 Equations (33) show that the theoretical measure of change in gt due to changes in real output prices pt, 
αt defined by (18), is equal to ∑m=1

M (1/2)[ym
t−1 + ym

t][pm
t − pm

t−1].  In Appendix B below, we show that 
each term in this summation can be interpreted as an approximate theoretical measure of the change in gt 
due to the change in a single real price pm

t. 
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Thus using (37) and (38), it can be seen that the sum of the above two relative input 
quantity growth factors is equal to the following expression: 
 
(39) 2βt = βL

t + βP
t                                                                                               t = 1,2, ... 

              = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1 + [at−1⋅pt−1 + ct−1⋅xt + (1/2) pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt−1⋅Bxt + (1/2) xt⋅Cxt] 
                − [at⋅pt + ct⋅xt−1 + (1/2) pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt−1 + (1/2) xt−1⋅Cxt−1]. 
 
Unfortunately, the expressions on the right hand sides of (37)-(39) are not observable 
without a knowledge of the unknown parameters in the gt functions defined by (24).  
However, the Bennet (1920) indicator of relative input quantity change, 
QB(wt−1,wt,xt−1,xt), defined by (40) is empirically observable: 
 
(40) QB(wt−1,wt,xt−1,xt) ≡ (1/2)[wt−1 + wt]⋅[xt − xt−1] ;                                           t = 1,2, ... 
 
where the observable real input price vectors wt ≡ Wt/ Pt⋅µ were defined earlier by (6) and 
the input quantity vectors (deflated by the index of primary inputs) xt ≡ Xt/Xt⋅θ were 
defined earlier by (8).   
 
We now show that if there is competitive profit maximizing behavior in the market sector 
in each period t and the market sector income functions gt are defined by (24) above, then 
the Bennet indicator of relative input quantity change, QB defined by (40), is exactly 
equal to βt defined by (22), the arithmetic average of the Laspeyres and Paasche relative 
input quantity growth factors.  Using definition (40), we have: 
 
(41) 2QB(wt−1,wt,xt−1,xt) = [wt−1 + wt]⋅[xt − xt−1] ;                                                t = 1,2, ... 
            = wt⋅xt − wt−1⋅xt−1 + wt−1⋅xt − wt⋅xt−1  
            = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1 + wt−1⋅xt − wt⋅xt−1                                             using (28) and (36) 
            = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1  
             + xt⋅[at−1⋅pt−1θ + ct−1 + (1/2)pt−1⋅Apt−1θ + BTpt−1 + Cxt−1 − (1/2)xt−1⋅Cxt−1θ] 
             − xt−1⋅[ at⋅ptθ + ct + (1/2)pt⋅Aptθ + BTpt + Cxt − (1/2)xt⋅Cxtθ]                using (35) 
            = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1  
              + [at−1⋅pt−1 + ct−1⋅xt + (1/2)pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt−1Bxt + xt⋅Cxt−1 − (1/2)xt−1⋅Cxt−1] 
              − [at⋅pt + ct⋅ xt−1 + (1/2)pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt−1+ xt−1⋅Cxt − (1/2)xt⋅Cxt]   using xt−1⋅θ = 1 
            = pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1  
              + [at−1⋅pt−1 + ct−1⋅xt + (1/2)pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt−1Bxt − (1/2)xt−1⋅Cxt−1] 
              − [at⋅pt + ct⋅ xt−1 + (1/2)pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt−1 − (1/2)xt⋅Cxt]       using xt⋅Cxt−1 = xt−1⋅Cxt 
            = (1/2)[β L

t + βP
t]                                                                   using (39) 

            = βt                                                                                        using definition (22). 
 
Thus under our assumptions on technology, the theoretical measure of period t per unit 
primary input market sector real income change due to change in relative input quantities, 
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βt defined by (22), is exactly equal to the observable Bennet indicator of relative input 
quantity change, QB defined by (40).25  
         
We now turn our attention to developing an observable measure of technical progress.  
Recall the (unobservable) theoretical measures of technical progress τL

t, τP
t and τt defined 

by (12)-(14) respectively.  If the income functions gt are defined by (24), then by 
substituting these definitions for the gt into definitions (12)-(14), we obtain the following 
(unobservable) expressions for these technical progress measures: 
 
(42) τL

t ≡ gt(pt−1,xt−1) − gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) ;                                                                t = 1,2, ...  
             = [at − at−1]⋅pt−1 + [ct − ct−1]⋅xt−1 ; 
(43) τP

t ≡ gt(pt,xt) − gt−1(pt,xt) ;                                                                            t = 1,2, ...  
            = [at − at−1]⋅pt + [ct − ct−1]⋅xt ; 
(44)  τt ≡ (1/2)[τL

t + τP
t] ;                                                                                     t = 1,2, ... 

            = (1/2)[pt−1 + pt]⋅[at − at−1] + (1/2)[xt−1 + xt]⋅[ct − ct−1] . 
 
Now look at the period t change in real income per unit primary input over the previous 
period, ρt − ρt−1 equal to pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1.  Subtract the Bennet indicator of real price 
change PB(pt−1,pt,yt−1,yt) defined by (32) and subtract the Bennet indicator of relative 
input quantity change QB(wt−1,wt,xt−1,xt) defined by (40) from this income difference and 
evaluate the resulting expression using the gt defined by (24).  We obtain the following 
identity: 
 
(45) pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1 − (1/2)[yt−1 + yt]⋅[pt − pt−1] − (1/2)[wt−1 + wt]⋅[xt − xt−1]        t = 1,2, ... 
       = − (1/2)[at−1⋅pt + ct−1⋅xt−1 + (1/2) pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt−1 + (1/2) xt−1⋅Cxt−1] 
          + (1/2)[at⋅pt−1 + ct⋅xt + (1/2) pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt−1⋅Bxt + (1/2) xt⋅Cxt] 
          − (1/2)[at−1⋅pt−1 + ct−1⋅xt + (1/2)pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt−1Bxt − (1/2)xt−1⋅Cxt−1] 
          + (1/2)[at⋅pt + ct⋅ xt−1 + (1/2)pt⋅Apt + pt⋅Bxt−1 − (1/2)xt⋅Cxt]         using (33) and (41) 
       = (1/2)[pt−1 + pt]⋅[at − at−1] + (1/2)[xt−1 + xt]⋅[ct − ct−1]                     canceling terms 
       = τt                                                                                                     using (44). 
 
Thus the first line in (45) give us an observable exact estimator for the theoretical 
technical progress measure τt.  Using (32), (40) and (45), it can be seen that under the 
assumption that the income functions gt are defined by (24), we have the following exact 
decomposition for the change in real income per unit primary input, ρt − ρt−1: 
 
(46) γt ≡ pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1 = ρt − ρt−1 = αt + βt + τt ;                                        t = 1,2, ... . 
 
The above equation says the change in real income per unit primary input is equal to the 
sum of a change in real output prices factor αt plus a change in relative primary input 

                                                 
25 Equations (41) show that the theoretical measure of change in gt due to changes in relative input 
quantities xt, βt defined by (22), is equal to ∑n=1

N (1/2)[wn
t−1 + wn

t][xn
t − xn

t−1].  In Appendix B below, we 
show that each term in this summation can be interpreted as an approximation to a theoretical measure of 
the change in gt due to the change in a single deflated input quantity xn

t. 
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quantities factor βt plus a change in technical efficiency term τt where all three 
explanatory factors can be estimated using observable price and quantity data pertaining 
to periods t and t−1.26 
 
Rather than look at explanatory factors for the difference in real income per unit of 
primary input between the adjacent periods, it is sometimes convenient to express the 
difference in real income between the current period t and the reference year 0 in terms of 
the difference in the indicator of the technology level Tt, of the change in the level of real 
output prices in period t, At, and of the difference in the level of primary input quantities 
in period t, Bt.  Thus, we use the growth factors τt, αt, and βt as follows to define the  
 
(47) T0 ≡0; Tt = Tt-1 + τt;                                                                                     t = 1,2, ...  
(48) A0 ≡0; At = At-1 + α t;                                                                                   t = 1,2, ...  
(49) B0 ≡0; Bt = Bt-1 + βt;                                                                                    t = 1,2, ... . 
 
Using the chain links that appear in (47)-(49), we can establish the following exact 
relationship for the cumulative change in real income per unit of primary input going 
from period 0 to period t: 
 
(50) ρt − ρ0 = At + Bt + Tt;                                                                               t = 1,2, ... . 
 
Instead of using the first line in (45) to define the technical progress term that turns out to 
be equal to τt, we can obtain some alternative expressions for technical progress (or the 
change in Total Factor Productivity) using Bennet’s (1920) identity for the 
decomposition of the change of a value aggregate into price and quantity components; 
i.e., Bennet showed that the following exact identity holds: 
 
(51) pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1 = (1/2)[yt−1 + yt]⋅[pt − pt−1] + (1/2)[pt−1 + pt]⋅[yt − yt−1] . 
 
Substituting (51) into (45) leads to the following alternative exact expression for the 
technical progress term τt: 
 
(52) τt =  (1/2)[pt−1 + pt]⋅[yt − yt−1] − (1/2)[wt−1 + wt]⋅[xt − xt−1] ;                        t = 1,2, ... . 
 
Thus the absolute changes in the (deflated) output quantities, yt − yt−1, are weighted by 
the average of the real output prices for periods t−1 and t, (1/2)[pt−1 + pt], and then we 
subtract the absolute changes in the (deflated) primary input quantities, xt − xt−1, weighted 
by the average of the real input prices for periods t−1 and t, (1/2)[wt−1 + wt].  We call the 
right hand side of (52) the primal Bennet measure of technical progress.27  It is a 

                                                 
26 The decomposition (46) is a difference counterpart to the ratio decomposition of nominal income growth 
obtained by Diewert and Morrison (1986; 663-665) and Kohli (1990). 
27 Balk (2003; 29) (2007), Diewert (2005; 353) and Diewert and Fox (2005; 8) all suggested variants of this 
Bennet indicator of real profit change as a measure of efficiency improvement. 
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difference counterpart to the following primal Fisher index of productivity growth or 
index of technical progress:28 
 
(53) Τt ≡ [pt⋅yt pt−1⋅yt/pt⋅yt−1 pt−1⋅yt−1]1/2/[wt⋅xt wt−1⋅xt/wt⋅xt−1 wt−1⋅xt−1]1/2 . 
 
However, we can obtain a third expression for τt, which is also instructive.  Under our 
assumptions (4), it can be seen that pt⋅yt is equal to wt⋅xt for each t.  Thus we have: 
 
(54) pt⋅yt − pt−1⋅yt−1 = wt⋅xt − wt−1⋅xt−1  
                               = (1/2)[xt−1 + xt]⋅[wt − wt−1] + (1/2)[wt−1 + wt]⋅[xt − xt−1]  
 
where we have applied the Bennet value difference decomposition to obtain the second 
equality in (54).  Substituting (54) into the first line of (45) leads to the following exact 
expression for τt: 
 
(55) τt = (1/2)[xt−1 + xt]⋅[wt − wt−1] − (1/2)[yt−1 + yt]⋅[pt − pt−1] . 
 
Thus if real input prices increase faster than real output prices, there will be positive 
technical progress.  We call the right hand side of (55) the dual Bennet measure of 
technical progress.  It is a difference counterpart to the following dual Fisher index of 
productivity growth or index of technical progress:29 
 
(56) τFt ≡ [wt⋅xt wt⋅xt−1/wt−1⋅xt wt−1⋅xt−1]1/2/[pt⋅yt pt⋅yt−1/pt−1⋅yt pt−1⋅yt−1]1/2 . 
           
The above difference approach can be converted into a more traditional growth rate 
approach.  The period t rate of growth of real income per unit primary input is equal to 
the period t change in real income generated by the market sector, ρt − ρt−1, divided by 
last period’s real income, ρt−1.  Using (40), we have: 
 
(57) [ρt − ρt−1]/ρt−1 = [αt + βt + τt]/ρt−1;                                                               t = 1,2, ... .  
 
Thus the rate of growth of market sector real income per unit primary input is explained 
by a sum of three additional explanatory factors, αt/ρt−1 (the contribution of real output 
price change), plus βt/ρt−1 (the contribution of input quantity growth relative to the 
average growth of primary inputs), plus τt/ρt−1 (the contribution of technical change).30             
 

                                                 
28 See Diewert and Nakamura (2003) for material on the Fisher (1922) index and its use in the traditional 
ratio approach to productivity measurement. 
29 The fact that primal indexes of Total Factor Productivity Growth (an index of output quantity growth 
divided by an index of input quantity growth) could be also written in dual form (an index of input prices 
divided by an index of output prices) dates back to the pioneering contributions of Jorgenson and Griliches 
(1967). 
30 If there are only two primary inputs, labour and capital, and the primary input weighting vector θ is the 
unit vector (1,0) so that the input aggregate collapses down to labour input, then the term βt/ρt−1 is the 
contribution of capital deepening; i.e., of the growth of capital input relative to the growth of labour input.  
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Using the results derived in Appendix B, the overall period t real price change term αt is 
equal to the sum of M individual real price change terms, ∑m=1

M αm
t, and the overall 

relative input quantity change term βt is equal to the sum of N individual relative input 
quantity change terms, ∑n=1

N βn
t.  Moreover, these individual price and quantity terms 

can be calculated empirically without econometric estimation.  Using these results from 
Appendix B, (57) can be rewritten as follows: 
 
(58) [ρt − ρt−1]/ρt−1 = [∑m=1

M αm
t + ∑n=1

N βn
t + τt]/ρt−1 ;                                    t = 1,2, ... . 

 
The decomposition of market sector real income growth (per unit primary input) given by 
(58) is comparable to the decomposition of real income growth that was derived by 
Diewert, Mizobuchi and Nomura (2005) and Diewert and Lawrence (2006) using the 
Translog methodology that was originally developed by Diewert and Morrison (1986) 
and Kohli (1990).  However, the present normalized quadratic methodological approach 
has an advantage over the earlier Translog approach in that the present approach allows 
individual prices and quantities to be zero, whereas the Translog approach fails if any 
(exogenous) price or quantity becomes zero.  Since a great deal of R&D effort is devoted 
to the development of new goods and services, it is useful to have a methodology that is 
able to deal with the creation of new products.  A second advantage of the present 
approach is that when we specialize the fixed weight input index to be labour input, a 
“better” decomposition of labour productivity into explanatory factors is obtained; i.e., in 
our methodological approach, real output is replaced by real income and hence the effects 
on real income per unit of labour input of changes in the terms of trade can be modeled 
using our present approach.  
 
5. An Application to the Japanese Economy for 1955-2004 
 
5.1. The Japanese Data 
 
We apply our methodology to a modified version of the Japanese productivity database 
developed by Diewert, Mizobuchi, and Nomura (2008).  This database consists of the 
quantity, price, and value series for eleven main classes of outputs and inputs for the 
Japanese market sector, with some further detailed breakdowns for the investment 
outputs and capital service inputs; see Appendix C for a detailed listing of the data.  We 
briefly mention the data construction procedure of Diewert, Mizobuchi, and Nomura 
(2008).  We followed the conventions introduced by Jorgenson and Griliches on the 
treatment of taxes; i.e., we adjusted prices for tax wedges whenever possible so that the 
adjusted prices reflect the prices that producers face.31  We also included the services of 

                                                 
31 Thus our suggested treatment of indirect commodity taxes in an accounting framework that is suitable for 
productivity analysis follows the example set by Jorgenson and Griliches who advocated the following 
treatment of indirect taxes: “In our original estimates, we used gross product at market prices; we now 
employ gross product from the producers’ point of view, which includes indirect taxes levied on factor 
outlay, but excludes indirect taxes levied on output.” Dale W. Jorgenson and Zvi Griliches (1972; 85).  All 
other taxes such as taxes on financial assets and poll taxes which do not affect the producers’ behaviour are 
ignored in this study.   
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inventories and land as additional capital inputs.  A listing of the outputs and inputs 
follows. 
 
The 7 main classes of net outputs are: 
 

• C; Domestic final consumption expenditure of households (excluding imputed 
rent for owner-occupied houses); 

• N; Final consumption expenditure of private non-profit institutions serving 
households (NPISHs); 

• G; Net sales of goods and services by the market sector to the general government 
sector; i.e., the value aggregate is equal to minus government sales of goods and 
services to the market production sector plus purchases of intermediate inputs 
from the market sector; 

• X; Exports of goods and services (excluding direct purchases in the domestic 
market by non-resident households) and 

• M; Imports of goods and services (excluding direct purchases abroad by resident 
households); 

• I; Investment which consists of the following 12 subaggregates: I1: Animals and 
plants; I2: Construction; I3: Textile products; I4: Wood products; I5: Furniture 
and fixtures; I6: Metallic products; I7: General machinery; I8: Electric machinery; 
I9: Automobiles; I10: Other transportation; I11: Precision machinery; I12: Other 
investment products; 

• IV; Change in Inventories which consists of the following 4 subaggregates: IV1: 
Finished goods inventory change; IV2: Work in progress inventory change; IV3: 
Work in progress inventory change for cultivated assets; IV4: Change in materials 
inventory. 

 
The 4 main classes of primary inputs are: 
 

• K; Capital service which consists of the following 12 subaggregates: K1: Animals 
and plants; K2: Construction; K3: Textile products; K4: Wood products; K5: 
Furniture and fixtures; K6: Metallic products; K7: General machinery; K8: 
Electric machinery; K9: Automobiles; K10: Other transportation; K11: Precision 
machinery; K12: Other investment products; 

• KIV; Inventory service which consists of the following 4 components: KIV1: 
Finished good inventory services; KIV2: Work in progress inventory services; 
KIV3: Work in progress inventory services for cultivated assets; KIV4: Materials 
inventory services; 

• LD; Land service which consists of the following 4 subaggregates: LD1: 
Agricultural land services; LD2: Industrial land services; LD3: Commercial land 
services; LD4: Residential land services for renters; 

• LB; Labour input which consists of the following 3 subaggregates: LB1: Labour 
input of the self-employed; LB2: Labour input of family workers; LB3: Labour 
input of employees in the market sector; 
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Prices and quantities for the net output aggregates YC,YN,YG,YX,YM have been 
constructed using data in the national accounts based on 1968 SNA and 1993 SNA32 and 
National Income Statistics which was the national accounting system prior to the 
introduction of 1968 SNA.  We took the numbers constructed on the basis of 1993 JSNA 
as our standard.  We extended the data series backwards by using data from 1968 JSNA 
and the earlier national income statistics. 
 
The capital stocks are stocks at the beginning of the year.  Estimates for the reproducible 
capital stocks during 1955-2006 have been constructed by applying the perpetual 
inventory method to the initial stocks in 1955 and using the investment data and asset 
specific depreciation rates.  The initial capital stocks, the investment data and the change 
in inventory data have been taken from capital and investment data in the KEO database.  
This is a comprehensive productivity database for the Japanese economy provided at 
Keio University.  The detailed procedures used to construct these capital data are 
explained in Nomura (2004).  It should be noted that the KEO data base of price and 
quantity data for investments and the corresponding capital stocks for 95 classes of asset.  
This paper has aggregated these 95 asset classes into 12 classes for reproducible capital.  
Estimates of the quantities of labour services XLB are based on hours of work.  There are 
three different types of workers; the self employed, family workers and employees.  
Hours of works for each type of worker are aggregated into the quantity of aggregate 
labour input by applying a Fisher (1922) price index.   
 
Price and quantity data for market sector net outputs and primary inputs are listed in 
Tables C1 (prices) and C2 (quantities) below.  The detailed data on investments, changes 
in inventory, capital stocks, inventory stocks and land are listed in Tables C3-C9 (prices) 
and C10-C16 (quantities). 
 
5.2. The Decomposition of Real Income Growth into Explanatory Factors 
 
Substituting the estimates defined in (32)(41)(45) into equation (52), we can decompose 
the growth rate of real income per unit of labour (ρt – ρt-1)/ρt-1 = γt/ρt-1 into the 
contribution of technical progress τt/ρt-1 changes in output prices αC

t/ρt-1 (domestic final 
consumption), αN

t/ρt-1 (non-profit institution final consumption), αG
t/ρt-1 (net government 

purchases from the market sector), αX
t/ρt-1 (exports), αM

t/ρt-1 (imports), αI
t/ρt-1 

(investments in reproducible capital) and αIV
t/ρt-1 (inventory changes)33 and growth in 

relative input quantities βK
t/ρt-1 (capital services), βKIV

t/ρt-1 (inventory services), βLD
t/ρt-1 

(land services) and βLB
t/ρt-1 (labour input).34  The chain link information on period by 

period changes in real income per unit of labour input that corresponds to (52) is given in 
Table 1.  The effect of changes in the terms of trade is αXM

t/ρt-1 and is simply the sum of 
the contributions of real price changes in exports and imports αX

t/ρt-1 and αM
t/ρt-1. 

 

                                                 
32 We call Japanese national accounts based on 1968 (1993) SNA simply 1968 (1993) JSNA, hereafter. 
33 Since we divided market sector nominal income by the price of consumption, αC

t/ρt−1 will be identically 
equal to zero and hence it is not listed.   
34 Since we divided market sector nominal income by the quantity of labour input, βLB

t /ρt−1 will be 
identically equal to zero and hence it is not listed. 
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Table 1: Decomposition of Growth Rate of Real Income Per Unit of Labour (%) 

 
 
Looking at Table 1, it can be seen that there are five different periods: the rapid economic 
growth for 1955-1973, the slowdown of economic growth between two oil shocks for 
1974-1979, the revival of steady economic growth for 1980-1990, the long recession for 
1991-2001, and the modest economic recovery for 2002-2006.  Over the 52 period, real 
income per unit of labour ρt grew on average by 3.27008% annually.  Productivity 
growth τt contributed the most to the overall annual growth in real income per unit of 
labour (2.60627%), the growth in the capital services βK

t contributed the second largest 
amount to the overall annual growth in real income per unit of labour (1.20032%), 
declining real import prices αM

t contributed 0.18932% per year and the changes in land 
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services βLD
t contributed 0.04659% per year.  The largest negative contributing factor to 

the growth of real income per unit of labour over the sample period was the fall in real 
investment prices αI

t (−0.38418% per year) while falls in real export prices αX
t 

contributed −0.35132% per year.  The remaining contributions were very small.  Thus, 
the effect of changes in the terms of real income per unit of labour αXM

t was very small 
for Japan on average over the entire period 1955-2006: an overall negative contribution 
of −0.162% per year.  We can see that the importance of the contribution of capital 
services growth relative to the contribution of productivity growth increases over time.  
The average contribution after 1973 of capital services growth βK

t (1.1964% per year) 
was larger than that of productivity growth τt (0.8368% per year).  However, this is not 
the end of story.  During the period of economic recovery 2002-2006, the average 
contribution of productivity growth τt of 1.889% became bigger than the average 
contribution of capital services growth βK

t, which was 0.504%.  Thus we can observe that 
the recent increase of real income per unit of labour was mostly boosted by productivity 
growth τt rather than by capital deepening βK

t. 
 
The annual change information in the previous table can be converted into cumulative 
changes using equations (47)-(49).  The difference between the current level of net real 
income and its level in 1955, ρt – ρ0 is decomposed into the sum of the level of 
productivity factor Tt, the levels of several real output price factors AC

t, AN
t, AG

t, AX
t, 

AM
t, AI

t, and AIV
t, and the levels of several input quantity factors BK

t
, BKIV

t
, BLD

t
, and BLB

t.  
The cumulative effect of changes in the terms of trade is AT

t and is simply the product of 
the levels of real export and import prices AX

t and AM
t.  Following Table 2 and Figure 1 

give this cumulative growth information. 
 
Table 2: Decomposition of the Cumulative Change in Real Income Per Unit of 
Labour (thousand yen at 1955 prices)  
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Figure 1: Real Income Change Per Unit of Labour (in thousands of 1955 yen) 
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Over the 52 year period, real income per unit of labour grew by 7.85678 yen at the prices 
of 1955.   From Table 2, it can be seen that productivity growth contributed the most to 
the overall growth in real income per unit of labour (T2006=5.68336 yen, 72.34 % of the 
overall change in real income per unit of labour), the growth in capital services made the 
second largest contribution (BK

2006=3.7653 yen, 47.92 % of the overall change in real 
income per unit of labour), the change in real investment prices made the third largest 
contribution in magnitude, (AI

2006=−1.15419 yen, −14.69 % of the overall change in real 
income per unit of labour), the change in terms of trade made the forth largest 
contribution (AXM

2006=−0.68674 yen, −8.74 % of the overall change in real income per 
unit of labour) followed closely by the growth in land services (BLD

2006=0.34438 yen, 
4.38 % of the overall change in real income per unit of labour).  The change in the real 
price of the consumption of NPISHs and the growth in inventory services has very small 
impact on the growth in the real income per unit of labour (less than one percent of the 
overall change in real income per unit of labour).    Figure 1 plots real income per unit of 
labour and main factors contributing to its growth. 
 
5.3. The Decomposition of Net Real Income Growth into Explanatory Factors 
 
In the previous subsection 5.2, we focus on the real income per unit of labor.  Deflating 
the income of the market sector by the price of household consumption, we obtain the 
(gross) real income.  Real income captures how much consumption people can purchase 
for their income.  Since economic welfare comes from consumption, while real GDP is 
the measure of output, real income is the measure of welfare.  However, it is well known 
that real net income is the better measure of welfare, because it captures the sustainable 
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level of welfare.  Net income is the gross income net of the value of depreciated assets in 
the production period.  By deducting depreciation from the income, we come closer to a 
measure of income that could be consumed in the present period without impairing 
production possibilities in future period.  Deflating the income of the market sector by the 
price of household consumption, we obtain the (gross) real income.  This subsection 
analyses the real net income produced by per unit of labour.  By applying our 
methodology to the Japanese economy, we can decompose the change in net real income 
per unit of labour into explanatory factors. 
 
In this section, we consider the production model based on net output concept.  We 
illustrate the theory by considering a very simple two output, two input model of the 
market sector.  One of the outputs is output in year t, Yt and the other output is an 
investment good, It.  One of the inputs is the flow of noncapital primary input Xt and the 
other input is Kt, capital services.  Suppose that the average prices during period t of a 
unit of Yt, Xt and It are PY

t, PX
t and PI

t respectively.  Suppose further that the interest rate 
prevailing at the beginning of period t is rt. The value of the beginning of period t capital 
stock is assumed to be PI

t, the investment price for period t. The user cost of capital is 
calculated such as ut = (rt + δt + τt)PI

t/(1+rt). As usual, it represents price of capital 
services input.  Thus, the period t profit of the market sector is expressed as follows: 
 
(59) ∏t = PY

t Yt + PI
t It − PX

t Xt − [(rt* + δ)PI
t/(1+rt*)]Kt 

 
Under the assumption of constant returns to scale, a zero profit condition should be 
satisfied such as ∏t = 0. Using this condition, we obtain the following value of output 
equals value of input equation: 
 
(60) PY

t Yt + PI
t It = PX

t Xt + [(rt* + δ)PI
t/(1+rt*)]Kt. 

 
Equation (60) is essentially the closed economy counterpart to the (gross) value of 
outputs equals (gross) value of primary inputs equation (4), Pt⋅Yt = Wt⋅Xt.  The (gross) 
payment to primary inputs that is defined by the right hand side of (60) is not income, in 
the sense of Hicks.  Net income in this paper is the same concept as Hicks’ third concept 
of income: “Income No. 3 must be defined as the maximum amount of money which the 
individual can spend this week, and still be able to expect to spend this week, and still be 
able to expect to spend the same amount in real terms in each ensuing week.” (Hicks, 
1946).   
 
The owner of a unit of capital cannot spend the entire period t gross rental income (rt* + 
δ)PI

t/(1+rt*) on consumption during period t because the depreciation portion of the 
rental, δPI

t/(1+rt*), is required in order to keep his or her capital intact. Thus the owner of 
a new unit of capital at the beginning of period t loans the unit to the market sector and 
gets the gross return (rt* + δ)PI

t at the end of the period plus the depreciated unit of the 
initial capital, which is worth only (1 − δ)PI

t.  Thus δPI
t of this gross return must be set 

aside in order to restore the lender of the capital services to his or her original wealth 
position at the beginning of period t.  This means that period t Hicksian market sector 
income is not the value of payments to primary inputs, PX

t Xt + [(rt* + δ)PI
t/(1+rt*)]Kt; 
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instead it is the value of payments to labour PX
t Xt plus the reward for waiting, 

[rt*PI
t/(1+rt*)]Kt. Using this definition of market sector net income, we can rearrange 

equation (60) as follows: 
 
(61) Hicksian market sector income ≡ PX

t Xt + [rt*PI
t/(1+rt*)]Kt 

        = PY
t Yt + PI

t It – [δPI
t/(1+rt*)]Kt 

        = Value of consumption + value of gross investment − value of depreciation. 
   
Thus in this net income framework, our new output concept is equal to our old output 
concept less the value of depreciation.  Hence the overstatement of income problem that 
is implicit in the approaches used in previous subsections can readily be remedied: all we 
need to do is to take the user cost formula for an asset and decompose it into two parts: 
 

• One part that represents depreciation and foreseen obsolescence, [δPI
t/(1+rt*)] and 

• The remaining part that is the reward for postponing consumption, [rt*PI
t/(1+rt*)].  

 
Thus, in this subsection, we split up each user cost times the beginning of the period 
stock Kt into the depreciation component δtPI

t
 Kt/(1+rt*) and the remaining term rt*PI

t
 

Kt/(1+rt*).  The first term is considered as an intermediate input cost for the market sector 
and is an offset to gross investment made by the market sector during the period under 
consideration.  We regard the second term as a genuine income component and call it 
waiting capital services.   We take the price of depreciation PDEP

t to be the corresponding 
investment price and the quantity of depreciation YDEP

t is taken to be the depreciation rate 
times the beginning of the period stock such as PDEP

t=PI
t/(1+rt*) and YDEP

t=δn
tKt.  We 

take the price of waiting capital services WKW
t to be the corresponding investment price 

times the real rate of return and the quantity of waiting capital services XKW
t is taken to 

be the beginning of the period stock such as WKW
t=rt*PI

t/(1+rt*), and XKW
t=Kt.35   

 
Thus in the net production model of this subsection, we add depreciations to the original 
list of net outputs and use waiting capital services instead of capital services among the 
original list of primary inputs.  Substituting the estimates defined in (32)(41)(45) into 
equation (52), we can decompose the growth rate of real income per unit of labour (ρt – 
ρt-1)/ρt-1 = γt/ρt-1 into the contribution of technical progress τt/ρt-1 changes in output prices 
αC

t/ρt-1, αN
t/ρt−1, αG

t/ρt−1, αX
t/ρt−1, αM

t/ρt−1, αI
t/ρt−1, αDEP

t/ρt−1
,
 and αIV

t/ρt−1,36 and growth 
in relative input quantity changes βKW

t /ρt−1, βKIV
t/ρt−1, βLD

t/ρt−1, βLB
t/ρt−1.37  The chain 

link information on period by period changes in net real income per unit of labour input 
that corresponds to (52) is given in Table 3.  
 
Table 3: Decomposition of Growth Rate of Net Real Income Per Unit of Labour (%) 

                                                 
35 These data have already been constructed in Diewert, Nomura, and Mizobuchi (2009). 
36 Since we divided market sector nominal income by the price of consumption, αC

t/ρt−1 will be identically 
equal to zero and hence it is not listed.   
37 Since we divided market sector nominal income by the quantity of labour services, βLB

t /ρt−1 will be 
identically equal to zero and hence it is not listed. 
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The new results are quite interesting.  While the average growth rate of real income ρt 
was 3.27008% per year in the gross output model, the average growth rate of net real 
income ρt has now decreased by 0.14718 percent points per year to 3.1228%.  More 
importantly, there are some big shifts in the explanatory factors.  Productivity growth τt 
now accounts for 2.97005% of the overall annual growth in net real income per unit of 
labour compared to 2.60627% of the overall annual growth in real income per unit of 
labour, an increase of 0.36378 percentage points per year.  The growth in capital services 
βK

t accounted for 1.20032% of the overall annual growth in real income per unit of labour 
while the growth in waiting capital services βKW

t accounted for 0.54517% of the overall 
annual growth in net real income per unit of labour, a decrease of 0.65515 percentage 
points per year.  The average contributions of changes in real export prices αX

t and real 
import prices αM

t remain quite similar estimates in the previous gross output model.  Thus, 
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as we stated in the previous analysis, the effect of changes in the terms of trade on living 
standards αT

t was negligible for Japan on average over the entire periods 1955-2006: an 
overall negative contribution of -0.19234%.  The negative contribution of the change in 
real investment prices αI

t equal to −0.44215% was offset by the positive contribution of 
the change in real depreciation prices αDEP

t equal to 0.23084%.  Finally, we note that the 
productivity recovery in the period 2002-2006 is quite striking.  Using the previous gross 
output model, the average contribution of productivity growth during this period was 
1.83719% per year and using the current net output model, its average contribution 
increases to a very respectable 2.35575% per year.  
 
The annual change information in the previous table can be converted into cumulative 
changes using equations (47)-(49).  The difference between the current level of net real 
income and its level in 1955, ρt – ρ0 is decomposed into the sum of the level of 
productivity factor Tt, the levels of several real output price factors AC

t, AN
t, AG

t, AX
t, 

AM
t, AI

t, ADEP
t, and AIV

t, and the levels of several input quantity factors BKW
t
, BKIV

t
, BLD

t
, 

and BLB
t.  Following Table 4 and Figure 2 give this cumulative growth information. 

 
Table 4: Decomposition of the Cumulative Change in Net Real Income Per Unit of 
Labour (thousand yen at 1955 prices) 

 
 
Figure 2: Net Real Income Change Per Unit of Labour (in thousands of 1955 yen) 
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Over the 52 year period, net real income grew by about 6.12546 yen at the price of 1955 
(ρ2006–ρ0=6.12546).  From the above Table 7, it can be seen that productivity growth 
contributed the most to the overall growth in net real income per unit of labour 
(T2006=5.66761, 92.53% of the overall growth in net real income per unit of labour) and 
the growth in waiting capital services made the next largest contribution 
(BKW

2006=1.42527, 23.27% of the overall growth in net real income per unit of labour) 
followed by the change in real investment price in magnitude (AI

2006 =-1.15419, -18.84% 
of the overall growth in net real income per unit of labour).  There were smaller effects 
due to the changes in real output prices such as the contributions of the changes in real 
depreciation prices (ADEP

2006=0.62446, 10.19% of the overall growth in net real income 
per unit of labour), real export prices (AX

2006=–0.9938, –16.22% of the overall growth in 
net real income per unit of labour), and real import prices (AM

2006 =0.30706, 5.01% of the 
overall growth in net real income per unit of labour).  The change in the real price of the 
consumption of NPISHs and the growth in inventory services had very small impact on 
the growth in net real income per unit of labour (less than one percent of the overall 
change in real income per unit of labour).  Figure 2 plots net real income per unit of 
labour and main factors contributing to its growth. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we derived a decomposition for changes in real income per unit of primary 
input into explanatory factors that is exact for a flexible functional form; i.e., we showed 
that the change in real income generated by the market sector per unit of primary input is 
equal to the sum of a productivity growth term, plus terms due to changes in real output 
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prices, plus terms due to changes in relative primary input quantities where all three sets 
of explanatory factors can be calculated using observable price and quantity data.  The 
above difference approach can be converted into a growth rate approach.  However, the 
present approach has an advantage over earlier exact Translog approaches in that the 
present approach allows individual prices and quantities to be zero.  Our present approach 
also allows value subaggregates (such as inventory change or net exports) to change sign 
from period to period.  If prices or quantities are zero or a value aggregate changes sign, 
the Translog approach fails, so our present approach offers some clear advantages in 
these situations. 
 
We applied our methodology to analyze changes in the amount of real income per unit of 
labour generated by the market sector of the Japanese economy for the years 1955-2006.  
The main findings emerging from this application is that, taken over the entire time 
period of 52 years, productivity growth and the growth of reproducible capital stocks and 
their resulting services are the two main contributors to the growth of real income per 
unit of labour.  We also observed that changes in the terms of trade had very small effects 
on real income per unit of labour on average.  We moved to our theoretically preferred 
measure of net real income per unit of labour.  We applied our methodology to analyze 
changes in the amount of net real income per unit of labour generated by the market 
sector of the Japanese economy.  We observed that in the net approach, productivity 
growth was still the largest contributor (and was an even more important factor than 
before).  However, the contribution of capital services was greatly reduced. 
 
Appendix A: On the Flexibility of the Normalized Quadratic Income Function 
 
Recall that the period t normalized quadratic nominal net revenue or income function 
gt(P,X) was defined by (24) above.  In this Appendix, we will establish the flexibility of a 
special case of this functional form where there is no technical progress so that the 
parameter vectors at and ct which appeared in (24) are simply the constant vectors a and c 
respectively.  Thus in this Appendix, we consider the following functional form for 
g(P,X): 
 
(A1) g(P,X) ≡ a⋅Pθ⋅X + c⋅Xµ⋅P + (1/2) P⋅AP [θ⋅X/µ⋅P] + P⋅BX + (1/2) X⋅CX [µ⋅P/θ⋅X].     
 
We will show that the above functional form is flexible at the arbitrary positive vector of  
net output prices, P* >> 0M, and primary input quantities, X* >> 0N.  The nonnegative, 
nonzero weighting vectors µ > 0M and θ > 0N are assumed to be known and we scale 
these vectors so that the following restrictions are satisfied: 
 
(A2) µ⋅P* =  µTP* = 1 ;  θ⋅X* = θTX* = 1. 
 
The M by M parameter matrix A and the N by N parameter matrix C are assumed to be 
symmetric;38 i.e.: 

                                                 
38 We assume that A is positive semidefinite and that C is negative semidefinite.  With these definiteness 
restrictions, gt(P,X) will be globally convex in P and globally concave in X.  These curvature properties can 
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(A3) A = AT ; C = CT. 
 
Thus the normalized quadratic function g(P,X) defined by (A1) has M unknown am 
parameters in the a vector, N unknown cn parameters in the c vector, M(M+1)/2 unknown 
amj parameters in the A matrix, MN unknown bmn parameters in the B matrix and 
N(N+1)/2 unknown cnk parameters in the C matrix. 
 
Let g*(P,X) be an arbitrary twice continuously differentiable income function (at the 
point P*,X*) which satisfies the appropriate regularity conditions for an income 
function.39  In order for g(P,X) defined by (A1) to be a flexible functional form40 at the 
point (P*,X*), the following equations must be satisfied: 
 
(A4)         g(P*,X*) = g*(P*,X*) ; 
(A5)    ∇P g(P*,X*) = ∇P g*(P*,X*) ; 
(A6)    ∇X g(P*,X*) = ∇X g*(P*,X*) ; 
(A7)  ∇PP

2
 g(P*,X*) = ∇PP

2
 g*(P*,X*) ; 

(A8) ∇XX
2

 g(P*,X*) = ∇XX
2

 g*(P*,X*) ; 
(A9)  ∇PX

2
 g(P*,X*) = ∇PX

2
 g*(P*,X*) . 

 
The linear homogeneity of g*(P,X) in P and Euler’s Theorem on homogeneous functions 
will imply the following restrictions on the level and first and second order derivatives of 
g* evaluated at P*,X*: 
 
(A10)              g*(P*,X*) = P*T∇P g*(P*,X*) ; 
(A11)   ∇PP

2
 g*(P*,X*)P* = 0M ;  

(A12) P*T∇PX
2

 g*(P*,X*) = ∇X g*(P*,X*)T . 
 
The linear homogeneity of g*(P,X) in X and Euler’s Theorem on homogeneous functions 
will also imply the following restrictions on the level and first and second order 
derivatives of g* evaluated at P*,X*: 
 
(A13)             g*(P*,X*) = X*T∇P g*(P*,X*) ; 
(A14) ∇XX

2
 g*(P*,X*)X* = 0N ;  

(A15) ∇PX
2

 g*(P*,X*)X* = ∇P g*(P*,X*) . 
 
Since g(P,X) is also linearly homogeneous in P and X separately, g will also satisfy the 
restrictions (A10)-(A15) with g replacing g*. 

                                                                                                                                                 
be imposed econometrically without destroying the flexibility of the functional form using the techniques 
explained in Diewert and Wales (1987) (1992). 
39 See Diewert (1973) (1974; 136) for a listing of these regularity conditions.  The important properties for 
our purposes are that g(P,X) is linearly homogeneous and convex in the components of P and linearly 
homogeneous and concave in the components of X.  See also Samuelson (1953; 20) and Gorman (1968). 
40 Diewert (1974; 113) introduced the concept of a flexible functional form.  Diewert (1974; 137-139) also 
gave some examples of flexible functional forms for income functions (or variable profit functions using 
his terminology), including the Translog functional form. 
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The restrictions (A10)-A(15) mean that we do not require all of the parameters in the a 
and c vectors and in the A, B and C matrices in order for the normalized quadratic g(P,X) 
to be a flexible functional form.  Thus we impose the following linear restrictions on the  
unknown parameters of g: 
 
(A16) cTX* = 0 ; 
(A17)  AP* = 0M ; 
(A18)  CX* = 0N ; 
(A19) P*TB = 0N

T ; 
(A20)  BX* = 0M . 
 
The N plus M linear restrictions are not all independent; any N+M−1 of these restrictions 
will imply the remaining restriction.41  
 
Using (A1)-(A3) along with the restrictions (A16)-(A20) leads to the following 
expressions for the first and second derivatives of the normalized quadratic income 
function g evaluated at (P*,X*), which we set equal to the corresponding derivatives of g*:  
 
(A21)    ∇P g(P*,X*) = a                      = ∇P g*(P*,X*) ; 
(A22)    ∇X g(P*,X*) = c + aTP*θ        = ∇X g*(P*,X*) ; 
(A23)  ∇PP

2
 g(P*,X*) = A                    = ∇PP

2
 g*(P*,X*) ; 

(A24) ∇XX
2

 g(P*,X*) = C                     = ∇XX
2

 g*(P*,X*) ; 
(A25)  ∇PX

2
 g(P*,X*) = B + aθT + µcT = ∇PX

2
 g*(P*,X*) . 

 
It is immediately evident that we can set the parameter vector a equal to ∇P g*(P*,X*) and 
we can set the parameter matrices A and C equal to ∇PP

2
 g*(P*,X*) and ∇XX

2
 g*(P*,X*) 

respectively.  The restrictions (A11) and (A14) on the derivatives of g* imply that A and 
C satisfy the restrictions (A17) and (A18) respectively.  Given that the parameter vector a 
is determined by (A21), we can use (A22) in order to determine the parameter vector c: 
 
(A26) c ≡ ∇X g*(P*,X*) − aTP*θ  
              = ∇X g*(P*,X*) − ∇P g*(P*,X*)TP*θ                                                       using (A21) 
              = ∇X g*(P*,X*) − g*(P*,X*)θ                                                                 using (A10). 
 
We need to check whether the c defined by (A26) satisfies the restriction (A16): 
 
(A27) X*Tc = X*T[∇X g*(P*,X*) − g*(P*,X*)θ]                                    using (A26) 
                   = g*(P*,X*) − g*(P*,X*)                                                    using (A13) and (A2) 
                   = 0. 
 

                                                 
41 The restrictions (A16)-(A20) imply that the normalized quadratic functional form defined by (A1) has M 
+ N − 1 + (M−1)(N−1) + (M(M−1)/2) + (N(N−1)/2) linearly independent free parameters, which is the 
minimal number required for a flexible functional form in this context.  Thus the normalized quadratic 
functional form with the restrictions (A16)-(A20) imposed is a parsimonious flexible functional form. 
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Thus the restriction (A16) is satisfied by c.   
 
Now that a and c have been defined, use (A25) to define the matrix B: 
 
(A28) B ≡ ∇PX

2
 g*(P*,X*) − ∇P g*(P*,X*)θT − µ[∇X g*(P*,X*) − g*(P*,X*)θ]T  

                                                                                                           using (A21) and (A26) 
              = ∇PX

2
 g*(P*,X*) − ∇P g*(P*,X*)θT − µ∇X g*(P*,X*)T + g*(P*,X*)µθT. 

 
Now check whether the B defined by (A28) satisfies the restrictions (A19): 
 
(A29) P*TB = P*T[∇PX

2
 g*(P*,X*) − ∇P g*(P*,X*)θT − µ∇X g*(P*,X*)T + g*(P*,X*)µθT] 

                   = ∇X g*(P*,X*)T − g*(P*,X*)θT − ∇X g*(P*,X*)T + g*(P*,X*)θT  
                                                                                                 using (A12), (A10) and (A2) 
                   = 0N

T . 
 
Finally, check whether the B defined by (A28) satisfies the restrictions (A20): 
 
(A30) BX* = [∇PX

2
 g*(P*,X*) − ∇P g*(P*,X*)θT − µ∇X g*(P*,X*)T + g*(P*,X*)µθT]X* 

                  = ∇P g*(P*,X*) − ∇P g*(P*,X*) − µ g*(P*,X*) + g*(P*,X*)µ 
                                                                                                 using (A15), (A2) and (A13) 
                  = 0M .  
  
Thus the normalized quadratic income function is a parsimonious flexible functional 
form. 
   
Appendix B: Measures for the Effects of Individual Price and Quantity Changes 
 
For many purposes, it is convenient to decompose the aggregate period t contribution 
factor due to changes in all deflated output prices αt into separate effects for a change in 
each output price.  Similarly, it can sometimes be useful to decompose the aggregate 
period t contribution factor due to changes in all deflated market sector primary input 
quantities βt into separate effects for a change in each input quantity.  In this Appendix, 
we indicate how this can be done.  
 
We first model the effects of a change on per unit primary input real income of a single 
real output price, say pm, going from period t−1 to t.  Recall the definitions of the overall 
theoretical Laspeyres and Paasche type price indexes defined by (16) and (17).  We adapt 
these definitions to the case where only a single real output price changes.  Thus the mth  
Laspeyres measure of real output price change αLm

t chooses the period t−1 reference 
technology and holds constant other real output prices at their period t−1 levels and holds 
deflated inputs constant at their period t−1 levels xt−1 and the mth Paasche measure of 
real output price change αPm

t chooses the period t reference technology and reference 
deflated input vector xt and holds constant other real output prices at their period t levels: 
 
(B1) αLm

t ≡ gt−1(p1
t−1,...,pm−1

t−1,pm
t,pm+1

t−1,..., pM
t−1,xt−1) − gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) ;     m = 1,...,M;  
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(B2) αPm
t ≡ gt(pt,xt) − gt(p1

t ,...,pm−1
t,pm

t−1,pm+1
t,..., pM

t,xt) ;                           m = 1,...,M. 
 
Since both measures of real output price change are equally valid, it is natural to average 
them to obtain an overall measure of the effects on deflated real income of the change in 
the real price of output m:  
 
(B3) αm

t ≡ (1/2)[αLm
t + αPm

t];                                                         m = 1,...,M ; t = 1,2, ... . 
 
We are not able to obtain observable exact measures for the theoretical measures defined 
by (B1)-(B3) but we are able to obtain observable first order approximations to these 
theoretical measures.  Note that gt(pt,xt) which appears in (B2) is equal to pt⋅yt which is 
observable and gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) which appears in (B1) is equal to pt−1⋅yt−1 which is also 
observable.  Using Hotelling’s Lemma (9), it is straightforward to obtain the following 
first order approximations to the unobservable terms in (B1) and (B2): 
 
(B4) gt−1(p1

t−1,...,pm−1
t−1,pm

t,pm+1
t−1,..., pM

t−1,xt−1)                           m = 1,...,M ; t = 1,2, ...                                     
              ≈ gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) + [∂gt−1(pt−1,xt−1)/∂pm][pm

t − pm
t−1] 

              = pt−1⋅yt−1 + ym
t−1[pm

t − pm
t−1]                                                                 using (9); 

              = [p1
t−1,...,pm−1

t−1,pm
t,pm+1

t−1,..., pM
t−1]⋅yt−1                                rearranging terms. 

 
(B5) gt(p1

t ,...,pm−1
t,pm

t−1,pm+1
t,..., pM

t,xt)                                       m = 1,...,M ; t = 1,2, ...  
              ≈ gt(pt,xt) + [∂gt(pt,xt)/∂pm][pm

t−1 − pm
t] 

              = pt⋅yt + ym
t[pm

t−1 − pm
t]                                                                        using (9) 

              = [p1
t ,...,pm−1

t,pm
t−1,pm+1

t,..., pM
t]⋅yt . 

                                  
Substituting (B4) and (B5) into (B1) and (B2) leads to the following first order 
approximations to the theoretical price change measures αLm

t and αPm
t: 

 
(B6) αLm

t ≈ ym
t−1[pm

t − pm
t−1]                                                            m = 1,...,M ; t = 1,2, ... 

                ≡ aLm
t ; 

(B7) αPm
t ≈ ym

t[pm
t−1 − pm

t]                                                               m = 1,...,M ; t = 1,2, ... 
                ≡ aPm

t  
 
where we have defined the mth observable Laspeyres and Paasche partial indicators of 
real output price change, aLm

t and aPm
t, in (B6) and (B7) respectively.  These partial 

indicators are first order approximations to the theoretical measures of price change 
defined by (B1) and (B2). 
 
Note that yt−1 is a feasible solution to the revenue maximization problem defined by 
gt−1(p1

t−1,...,pm−1
t−1,pm

t,pm+1
t−1,..., pM

t−1,xt−1) and thus the following inequality will hold: 
 
(B8) gt−1(p1

t−1,...,pm−1
t−1,pm

t,pm+1
t−1,...,pM

t−1,xt−1) ≥ [p1
t−1,...,pm−1

t−1,pm
t,pm+1

t−1,..., pM
t−1]⋅yt−1. 

   
Thus using (B1), (B4), (B6) and (B8), we have 
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(B9) αLm
t ≥ aLm

t ;                                                                             m = 1,...,M ; t = 1,2, ... ; 
 
i.e., the observable first order approximation indicator of real price change aLm

t will 
always be equal to or less than its theoretical counterpart αLm

t.  The difference between 
αLm

t and aLm
t is thus due to substitution bias. 

 
In a similar fashion, we can show that yt is a feasible solution to the revenue 
maximization problem defined by gt(p1

t ,...,pm−1
t,pm

t−1,pm+1
t,...,pM

t,xt) and thus the 
following inequality will hold: 
 
(B10) gt(p1

t ,...,pm−1
t,pm

t−1,pm+1
t,...,pM

t,xt) ≥ [p1
t ,...,pm−1

t,pm
t−1,pm+1

t,..., pM
t]⋅yt. 

   
Thus using (B2), (B5), (B7) and (B10), we have 
 
(B11) αPm

t ≤ aPm
t ;                                                                           m = 1,...,M ; t = 1,2, ... ;  

 
i.e., the observable first order approximation indicator of real price change aPm

t will 
always be equal to or greater than its theoretical counterpart αPm

t.     
 
Since the substitution bias for our observable partial price indicators goes in opposite 
directions, this suggests that taking an average of these two indicators should lead to a 
closer approximation to the average of the underlying theoretical partial indicators.  Thus 
define the period t Bennet (1920) mth partial indicator of real price change for output 
price pm, Pm

B(pt−1,pt,yt−1,yt), as the arithmetic average of the Laspeyres and Paasche 
partial indicators: 
 
(B12) Pm

B(pm
t−1,pm

t,ym
t−1,ym

t) ≡ (1/2)[ym
t−1 + ym

t][pm
t − pm

t−1] ;      m =1,...,M ; t = 1,2, ... 
                                                = (1/2) aLm

t + (1/2) aPm
t  

                                                ≈ (1/2) αLm
t + (1/2) αPm

t      
 
where ym

t is the mth component of the observable period t output quantity vector 
(deflated by the index of primary inputs) yt ≡ Yt/Xt⋅θ  which was defined by (8) and pm

t is 
the mth component of the period t deflated output price vector pt ≡ Pt/Pt⋅µ which was 
defined earlier by (6).  Note that the sum over m of the individual price change Bennet 
indicators, ∑m=1

M Pm
B(pm

t−1,pm
t,ym

t−1,ym
t), is equal to the overall Bennet indicator of real 

price change, PB(pt−1,pt,yt−1,yt), defined in section 4 by (32). 
 
Thus the Bennet partial indicators of real price change, Pm

B(pm
t−1,pm

t,ym
t−1,ym

t), will be at 
least a first order approximations to the theoretical measures of real price change, (1/2) 
αLm

t + (1/2) αPm
t, and we would normally expect this approximation to be better than a 

first order approximation. 
 
The approximations derived thus far are completely nonparametric.  However, if we 
assume that the functions gt are of the normalized quadratic type defined by (24) where 
the parameters satisfy counterparts to the restrictions (A20)-(A24) in Appendix A, then 
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we can obtain an explicit expression for the bias in the approximations given by (B12); 
i.e., it can be shown that  
 
(B13) Pm

B(pm
t−1,pm

t,ym
t−1,ym

t) = (1/2) αLm
t + (1/2) αPm

t + Biasm
t      m = 1,...,M ; t = 1,2,... 

 
where the Bias between the mth Bennet partial indicator for period t is equal to: 
 
(B14) Biasm

t = (1/2)µm[pm
t − pm

t−1]{ct−1⋅xt−1 + ct⋅xt  
                                                        − (1/2)[pt−1⋅Apt−1 + pt⋅Apt] + (1/2)[xt−1⋅Cxt−1 + xt⋅Cxt]}. 
 
The normalized prices pm

t weighted by the µm sum to unity; i.e., we have: 
 
(B15) ∑m=1

M µmpm
t = ∑m=1

M µmpm
t−1 ;                                                                  t = 1,2, ... . 

 
Using (B15), it can be seen that  
 
(B16) ∑m=1

M Biasm
t = 0 ;                                                                                       t = 1,2,... . 

 
Recall the normalizations (A20)-(A24) in Appendix A.  If the price vectors Pt are all 
proportional to the reference price vector P* and if the primary input vectors Xt are all 
proportional to X*, then it can be seen that all of the terms in the curly brackets in (B14) 
will be equal to zero and hence all of the bias terms Biasm

t will also be equal to zero.  
This observation indicates that if the price and quantity variations in our data set are not 
too far from being proportional and the technology functions gt have the normalized 
quadratic functional form, then the bias terms will be small.42  
  
It is also useful to have a decomposition of the overall contribution of deflated input 
growth to the growth of real income into separate contributions for each deflated primary 
input that is used by the market sector.  Recall definitions (20) and (21) for the overall 
theoretical Laspeyres and Paasche type measures of quantity change.  We now want to 
adapt these definitions to the case where only a single deflated quantity changes going 
from one period to the next.  Thus the nth  Laspeyres measure of deflated input quantity 
change βLn

t chooses the period t−1 reference technology and holds constant other 
deflated input quantities at their period t−1 levels and holds real output prices at their 
period t−1 levels pt−1 and the nth Paasche measure of deflated input quantity change βPn

t 
chooses the period t reference technology and reference real output price vector pt and 
holds constant other deflated input quantities at their period t levels: 
 
(B17) βLn

t ≡ gt−1(pt−1,x1
t−1,...,xn−1

t−1,xn
t,xn+1

t−1,..., xN
t−1) − gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) ;           n = 1,...,N;  

(B18) βPn
t ≡ gt(pt,xt) − gt(pt,x1

t ,...,xn−1
t,xn

t−1,xn+1
t,..., pN

t) ;                                 n = 1,...,N.      
 

                                                 
42 Our results can be regarded as approximate difference counterparts to the ratio type results obtained by 
Diewert and Morrison (1986; 672) for the Translog functional form.  As noted earlier, an advantage of the 
present approach is that it is well defined even if some prices are zero whereas the Diewert-Morrison 
approach breaks down as any price approaches zero. 
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Since both measures of input change are equally valid, as usual, we average them to 
obtain an overall measure of the effects on real income (per unit of input) of the change 
in the quantity of deflated input n:   
 
(B19) βn

t ≡ (1/2)[βPn
t + βPn

t] ;                                                           n = 1,...,N ;  t = 1,2, ... . 
 
As was the case for the partial price change measures, we are not able to obtain 
observable exact measures for the theoretical measures defined by (B17)-(B19) but we 
are able to obtain observable first order approximations to these theoretical measures.  
Note that gt(pt,xt) which appears in (B18) is equal to pt⋅yt (which is equal to wt⋅xt) which 
is observable and gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) which appears in (B17) is equal to pt−1⋅yt−1 (which is equal 
to wt−1⋅xt−1) which is also observable.  Using Samuelson’s Lemma (10), it is 
straightforward to obtain the following first order approximations to the unobservable 
terms in (B17) and (B18): 
 
(B20) gt−1(pt−1,x1

t−1,...,xn−1
t−1,xn

t,xn+1
t−1,..., xN

t−1)                            n = 1,...,N ; t = 1,2, ...                                     
              ≈ gt−1(pt−1,xt−1) + [∂gt−1(pt−1,xt−1)/∂xn][xn

t − xn
t−1] 

              = wt−1⋅xt−1 + wn
t−1[xn

t − xn
t−1]                                                  using (7) and (10) 

              = [x1
t−1,...,xn−1

t−1,xn
t,xn+1

t−1,..., xN
t−1]⋅wt−1                                rearranging terms. 

 
(B21) gt(pt,x1

t ,...,xn−1
t,xn

t−1,xn+1
t,..., pN

t)                                        n = 1,...,N ; t = 1,2, ...  
              ≈ gt(pt,xt) + [∂gt(pt,xt)/∂xn][xn

t−1 − xn
t] 

              = wt⋅xt + wn
t[xn

t−1 − xn
t]                                                            using (7) and  (10) 

              = [x1
t,...,xn−1

t,xn
t−1,xn+1

t,..., xN
t]⋅wt                                              rearranging terms. 

                                  
Substituting (B20) and (B21) into (B17) and (B18) leads to the following first order 
approximations to the theoretical quantity change measures βLn

t and βPn
t: 

 
(B22) βLn

t ≈ wn
t−1[xn

t − xn
t−1]                                                         n = 1,...,N ; t = 1,2, ... 

                   ≡ bLn
t ; 

(B23) βPn
t ≈ wn

t[xn
t−1 − xn

t]                                                            n = 1,...,N ; t = 1,2, ... 
                  ≡ bPn

t  
 
where we have defined the mth observable Laspeyres and Paasche partial indicators of 
deflated input quantity change, bLn

t and bPn
t, in (B22) and (B23) respectively.  These 

partial indicators are first order approximations to the theoretical measures of quantity 
change defined by (B17) and (B18). 
 
Using the fact that each function gt(p,x) is concave in x, it can be seen that the first line in 
(B20) is equal to or less than the third line and the first line in (B21) is equal to or less 
than the third line.  Using these inequalities and (B17)-(B23), it can be seen that the 
following inequalities will be satisfied: 

 
(B24) βLn

t ≤ bLn
t ;                                                                             n = 1,...,N ; t = 1,2, ... ; 

(B25) βPn
t ≥ bPn

t ;                                                                             n = 1,...,N ; t = 1,2, ... ; 
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i.e., the observable Laspeyres partial indicator of deflated quantity change bLn

t will 
always be equal to or greater than its theoretical counterpart βLn

t while these inequalities 
will be reversed for the Paasche measures.  These differences between βLn

t and bLn
t and 

βLn
t and bLn

t are due to substitution bias. 
 
Since the substitution bias for our observable partial quantity indicators goes in opposite 
directions, this suggests that taking an average of these two indicators should lead to a 
closer approximation to the average of the underlying theoretical partial indicators.  Thus 
define the period t Bennet (1920) indicator of relative input quantity change for deflated 
input n, Qn

B(wt−1,wt,xt−1,xt), as follows: 
 
(B26) Qn

B(wn
t−1,wn

t,xn
t−1,xn

t) ≡ (1/2)[wn
t−1 + wn

t][xn
t − xn

t−1] ;          n = 1,...,N ; t = 1,2, ... 
 
where wn

t is the nth component of the observable real input price vector wt ≡ Wt/Pt⋅µ  
defined earlier by (6) and xn

t is the nth component of the input quantity vector (deflated 
by the index of primary inputs) xt ≡ Xt/Xt⋅θ defined earlier by (8).   
 
The Bennet partial indicators of deflated input quantity change, Qn

B(wn
t−1,wn

t,xn
t−1,xn

t), 
will be at least a first order approximations to the corresponding theoretical measures of 
input quantity change, (1/2)βLm

t + (1/2)βPm
t, and we would normally expect these 

approximations to be better than a first order approximation. Note that these 
approximations are nonparametric.43 
 
Note that the sum over n of the individual input quantity change Bennet indicators, ∑n=1

N 
Qn

B(wn
t−1,wn

t,xn
t−1,xn

t), is equal to the overall Bennet indicator of relative input quantity 
change , QB(wt−1,wt,xt−1,xt), defined in section 4 by (40). 
 

                                                 
43 These are difference counterparts to the ratio type results obtained by Diewert and Morrison (1986; 672) 
for the Translog functional form.  As noted earlier, an advantage of the present approach is that it is well 
defined even if some inputs are zero whereas the Diewert-Morrison approach breaks down as any input 
quantity approaches zero.. 
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Appendix C: Japanese Price and Quantity Data 
 
Table C1: Prices of Main Aggregates 
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Table C2: Quantities of Main Aggregates 
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Table C3: Prices of Investment Goods 
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Table C4: Prices of Capital Services 
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Table C5: Prices of Inventory Services, Land Services and Labour Inputs 
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Table C6: Prices of Depreciations 
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Table C7: Prices of Waiting Capital Services 
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Table C8: Quantities of Investment Goods 
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Table C9: Quantities of Capital Services  
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Table C10: Quantities of Inventory Services, Land Services and Labour Inputs 
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Table C11: Quantities of Depreciations 
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Table C12: Quantities of Waiting Capital Services 
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